TURNED vs. SHAPED

25% Larger Blank Compound Curves Ergonomics Engineered for Application

VS. Thin, Flat Board Smoothed & Rounded VS. Shaped Handle

WE TAKE THESE STEPS IN MAKING EVERY TURNED AXE HANDLE:

1. Start with an American Tennessee Hickory Log

2. Axe wood square or blank.

3. Half turned axe handle.

4. Full rough turned axe handle.

5. Axe handle after sanding.

6. Finished axe handle with label and wedge.

Our handle shape always works with the user. The handle becomes an extension of the body to provide better comfort, control, and safety.
**American Hickory vs. American Ash**

**American Hickory**
- Long Fibers
- Ability to Flex
- Dense / Heavy

**American Ash**
- Uniform Grain Structure
  - Strength & Elasticity
- Natural Shock Absorption
- Does Not Conduct Electricity

**Ideal Geography For:**
- Soil
- Rainfall
- Sunshine

Hickory Trees Grow Slowly & Uniformly For Exceptional Strength

**Striking Tools**

**Long Handled Tools**

**Sequatchie, TN**

**Seymour Midwest**
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